The members of the Board of Studies conveyed to the affiliating university the feedback obtained from the teachers about updating syllabi with some new topics.

The college library was suggested to procure some new books according to the requirements given by the teachers.

The college buses for the students were plied on the new routes as demanded by the guardians of the students.
GHG KHALSA COLLEGE GURUSAR SADHAR

ACTION TAKEN ON CONSOLIDATED FEEDBACK (2018-2019)

- The affiliating university was intimated about the requirement of the review of course contents through the members of Boards of Studies. Irrelevance of certain topics in the curriculum was conveyed according to the feedback received from the teachers and the students.
- The college authorities were suggested to procure additional study material in the library as demanded by the students.
- Additional water filter facilities for drinking water requirements of the students were installed.
- Provision for regularly updating the students about the competitive exams and availability of the books for the same was also ensured.
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ACTION TAKEN ON CONSOLIDATED FEEDBACK (2019-20)

It was decided to convey to the affiliating university to:

- Review the course contents of different programmes in terms of their updated nature as through the teacher members of the curriculum designing bodies.
- Suggest relevant changes in the curriculum according to the feedback received.
- To curtail the syllabi where they were found to be too lengthy to be covered entirely in the stipulated period.

It was decided to convey to the college administration to:

- Procure needed resource materials in the library.
- To arrange extra classes for the students finding the course contents difficult to understand.
- To ask teachers to speed up their course content delivery wherever the syllabus was lengthy.
- To procure resource material in library wherever Upon the suggestion of students, students’ parking was repaired. Hostel inmates’ suggestions regarding maintaining cleanliness register was accepted.
- Following the suggestions of the alumni it was decided to introduce online feedback system.
GHG KHALSA COLLEGE, GURUSAR SADHAR

ACTION TAKEN ON CONSOLIDATED FEEDBACK (2020-2021)

It was conveyed to the affiliating university that:-

- Syllabus contents should be updated according to the changing scenario.
- Syllabus should be even more customized towards promoting entrepreneurship.
- Curriculum need to be outcome based even more.

It was conveyed to the college administration that

- Fee concession should be further enhanced to the poor and needy students.
- Co-curricular activities should be increased in number.
- Water facilities should be improved.
- Canteen facilities should be improved.
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